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With EC2 you don’t have to think about physical servers, but 

only virtual machines.


With Lambda, there's not even that anymore to maintain. 

Just bring your code!



AWS will take care of provisioning the underlying 

infrastructure and micro-containers.



INTRODUCTION 
Besides not having to think about operation overhead like 

you'd have when managing virtual machines or containers, 

you'll be only billed when your function is actually 

executed.



If you're building a spike or an MVP for a business idea 

that's solely featuring serverless services like Lambda, you 

won't induce costs while your service is idle.

PAY PER USE 
What's probably not obvious and where’s often confusion 

amongst beginners:


A single Lambda instance will only process a single request 

at a time.


This means: two parallel requests need two provisioned 

Lambda instances.



AWS doesn't want to block computation resources for idle 

functions, so it will regularly de-provision your function.


Even if they are continuously invoked, they will be de-

provisioned at some time.


ONE REQUEST AT A TIME ️
That's always the entry point of your Lambda function.



What’s important here: everything outside this function will 

be executed first when your function receives a cold start 

and won’t disappear from memory until it's de-provisioned.



 Bonus: the execution of the global code outside of your 

handler method will be executed with high memory & CPU 

settings and isn’t billed for the first 10s.


Make use of this by always bootstrapping your core 

framework outside the handler method.

HANDLER METHOD 

Lambda supports everything you can think of, ranging from 

Node.js, over Ruby & Python to Java.



Not finding your preference?


You can even bring your own runtime.

RUNTIMES 

For proper execution, all the dependencies of your function 

need to be bundled into your deployment unit.



If you're using for example Node.js, node_modules can 

quickly reach sizes beyond 100MB.


You don't want to package & upload this every time!


This is surely true, as dependencies in comparison to your 

business logic code rarely change or get updated.



With Layers, you can bundle your dependencies separately 

and then attach them to one or several functions.



Next time only deploy your code - often just a few kilobytes!

LAYERS 

If your request triggers a new Lambda instance, you'll have 

a significantly longer delay until your function code is 

executed.


If you're not using a lightweight framework, the bootstrap 

will even take more time.


You can work against that by regularly invoking your 

functions with health checks, but as said, it won't protect 

you from having cold starts from time to time.


That's why it's important to not run code that needs a lot of 

spin-up time, especially for customer-facing functions.

COLD STARTS ️

As with other services, your function is protected via IAM.


By default, there's no ingress traffic possible to your 

function, but all egress to the internet.



You can assign your function to a VPC to access other 

services there, but you don't have to.


SECURITY You can publish immutable versions for your Lambda 

functions.



This enables you to do things like canary deployments by 

using weighted aliases, e.g. only sending 20% of the traffic 

to your new function version to see if error spikes occur.

VERSIONING & ALIASES ️

Reduce your latency fluctuations by keeping the underlying 

infrastructure provisioned.



Keep in mind: this introduces additional costs.


Also, deployments of your function will take more time as 

your updated code needs to be published as a fixed version.

PROVISIONED CONCURRENCY 

Assign dedicated reservations of parallel executions for 

your function.


This means this number will be subtracted from your 

default account soft limit of 1000 parallel executions (can be 

increased via the support).


It guarantees that this concurrency level is always possible 

for your function.



What it also ensures: this concurrency limit can’t be 

exceeded.

RESERVED CONCURRENCY 

Lambda's not only good for computation workloads or REST 

backends. You can also use them with CloudFront.


It enables you to execute code at different stages when 

your CloudFront distribution is called.



By that you can for example easily implement authorization 

rules or route calls to different origin servers.



Generally, you can do a lot as you're also able to use the 

AWS-SDK and invoke other services.


  Another tip: CloudFront functions - the lightweight, 

cheaper alternative with a reduced feature set.

LAMBDA@EDGE ️

 reduced operations: only package & run your code

 out-of-the-box scalability: lightnig-fast horizontal 

scaling

 pay-as-you-go: only pay for what you're actually using

 agility & development speed: reducing burdens & 

increasing developer productivity.

BENEFITS 

 cold-starts which can impact latency

 higher abstraction but lower predictability

 pricing: depending on your workload & traffic, Lambda 

can be a cost pitfall compared to traditional appraoches

 vendor-lock: compared to container-based apps, it's way 

more difficult to migrate to another provider.

DOWNSIDES 
As with other services: Lambda is continuously improved!


Since I've started with Lambda in 2018, AWS introduced 

among other things:


• AWS Hyperplane support for Lambda to significantly 

reduce cold start times when attached to a VPC.


• fine-grained billing in 1ms periods.


• running Lambda on Graviton2 / ARM processors, which 

offer a better cost / performance efficieny.


EVOLUTION ️

Having in-depth observability for your lambda-powered, 

event-driven architecture is still a goliath task.


Mostly, you'll design event-driven, async architectures that 

involve a lot of other services like for example SQS, so 

there’s just not a single log group to monitor.



CloudWatch helps a lot in the first place via Metrics & Alerts.


Many of them are predefined, like

 Errors: your function did not finish with exit code zer

 Throttles: concurrency limit was exceeded


Familiarize yourself with CloudWatch’s possibilities.



For enterprise-scale applications: rely on third-party tools 

like         to get all activities of your Lambdas and 

other related, common services like API Gateway, SQS, SNS, 

DynamoDB & much more in a single place.


Dashbird.io

OBSERVABILITY 

I love Lambda, but: don't just blindly start build a new 

service with it.


Do an in-depth requirements analysis before and think 

about your use-cases. Understand what you want do and 

make sure the serverless approach fits.



Before starting to build, answer these questions

 Does the service need to maintain a central state

 Does the service need to serve requests very frequently

 Is the architecture rather monolithic and not built of 

small, loosely coupled parts

 Is it well known how the service needs to scale out on a 

daily or weekly basis & do we know the future traffic

 Are processes mostly relying on synchronous, blocking 

operations?



The more nos, the better!


CONSIDERATIONS 


